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Tisha B'Av primarily commemorates the destruction of the first and second Temples, both of which were destroyed on the ninth of Av (the first by the
Babylonians in 586 B.C.E.; the second by the Romans in 70 C.E.).
Although this holiday is primarily meant to commemorate the destruction of the
Temple, it is appropriate to consider on this day the many other tragedies of the
Jewish people, many of which occurred on this day, most notably the expulsion
of the Jews from Spain in 1492 and from England in 1290.1
Some try to connect the Tisha B'Av to Kristallnacht, which began on the 9th of
November, or to the 9/11 attacks on the World Trade Center. This is stretching
the point a bit too far. Setting aside the question of whether you can find significance in secular dates that have the same numbers as significant Hebrew dates, or
whether you can swap day and month, there is a much more serious problem: Av
is not the 11th month of the Jewish calendar. This is clear from the biblical
quotes above, which talk about Av as the 5th month. So where did people get the
idea that Av is the 11th month? Probably by counting from Tishri, the month
of Rosh Hashanah, the Jewish New Year. But the Torah is very clear that months
are counted from Nissan, not Tishri.
(CON TINUED ON PAGE 4)
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SCHEDULE OF SERVICES
All Friday evening services begin at 7:30 p.m. unless otherwise stated, Saturday
morning Shabbat services begin at 9:30 a.m., Sunday morning minyan begins at
9:00 a.m.
Schedule of Services and Events
Sun. July 1
Fri. July 6
Sat. July 7
Sun. July 8
Tues. July 10
Thurs. July 12
Fri. July 13
Sat. July 14
Sun. July 15
Thurs. July 20
Fri. July 20
Sat. July 21
Sun. July 22
Tues. July 24
Thurs. July 26
Fri. July 27
Sat. July 28
Sun. July 29
Tues. July 31

Sunday Morning Service
No Breakfast— Fast of 17th of Tammuz
Friday Evening Service
Shabbat Morning Service
Sunday Morning Service
Followed by Men’s Club Breakfast
Rabbi’s Book Discussion
Talmud
Friday Evening Service
Shabbat/Morning Service
Sunday Morning Service
Followed by Men’s Club Breakfast
Talmud
Friday Evening Service
Shabbat Morning Service
Sunday Morning Service
No Breakfast
Rabbi’s Book Discussion
Talmud
Temple Executive Board Meeting
Temple Board of Directors Meeting
Friday Evening Service
Shabbat Morning Service
Sunday Morning Service
Followed by Men’s Club Breakfast
Rabbi’s Book Discussion

9:00AM
7:30PM
9:30AM
9:00AM
11:00AM
9:30AM
7:30PM
9:30AM
9:00AM
9:30AM
7:30PM
9:30AM
9:00AM
11:00AM
9:30AM
7:15PM
8:00PM
7:30PM
9:30AM
9:00AM
11:00AM
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Rabbi’s Message
A Summer Reading List for the Intellectually Curious”
As the summer begins I thought that it might be useful to compile a
list of books that would make both great summer reading and also
center around topics of Jewish interest and other important topics. This
list is merely my suggestion of possible avenues of study and learning about Judaism, Jewish topics of interest, and a couple of books on important social issues for your reading pleasure. Some
of these books I have already read. Others I plan on delving into during the quieter months of July
and August. Although I am well aware of how early the High Holidays fall this year. So to my
congregants and friends, happy reading!
1. A History of Judaism - by Martin Goodman - this is a phenomenal one-volume history of Judaism beginning with Josephus and concluding with themes such as Jewish Renewal. It is readable
and relies upon the most up-to-date scholarship.
2. If All the Seas Were Ink - by Ilana Kurshan - a young woman rebounds from a painful divorce
through the communal study of Daf Yomi, the daily study of Talmud. Ms. Kurshan provides a
courageous voice that could be helpful for anyone struggling to reinvent their life following a
traumatic event. She also shares an insightful understanding of the Talmud as an eternal source of
Jewish wisdom.
3. Hillbilly Elegy - by J.D. Vance - this book has nothing to do withJudaism yet everything to
do with life as the author tells his own story of struggle from areas of affliction that strike so
many of the impoverished of our nation: abuse, alcoholism, poverty and trauma so characteristic
of their part of America. With piercing honesty Vance shows how he, himself, still carries around
the demons of his chaotic family history.
4. Rise and Kill First; The Secret History of Israel’s Targeted Assassinations by Ronen Bergman
- a wonderful read on the curious nature of Israeli intelligence. Ronen Bergman recounts the history of Israel’s targeted killings and leaves few secrets in the closet. Reviewed as a John le Carre
spy thriller with endnotes. Bergman also grapples with the hard questions of this kind of warfare.
5. Einstein and the Rabbi - by Naomi Levy - a book about the discovery of a mysterious
letter authored by Albert Einstein providing advice and understanding and hope for a young rabbi
coping with the greatest of tragedies and the modern search for the soul.
6. The World of Yesterday - by Stefan Zweig - a profoundly important memoir by one of the
greatest European authors of the twentieth century. Stefan Zweig draws a vivid and intimate account of life and travels through Vienna, Paris, Berlin and London as they go through their darkest hours. A gorgeously written book full of pathos and insightful ideas about the dangers of the
authoritarian mind of Europe in the twentieth century.
Those are just a few suggestions that should keep you busy and well informed. Have a wonderful
summer of reading and learning!
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(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1)

Tisha B'Av is the culmination of a three week period of increasing mourning, beginning with the fast of the 17th of Tammuz, which commemorates the first breach
in the walls of Jerusalem, before the First Temple was destroyed. During this three
week period weddings and other parties are not permitted and people refrain from
cutting their hair. From the first to the ninth of Av, it is customary to refrain from
eating meat or drinking wine (except on the Shabbat) and from wearing new clothing
The restrictions on Tisha B'Av are similar to those on Yom Kippur: to refrain from
eating and drinking (even water); washing, bathing, shaving or wearing cosmetics;
wearing leather shoes; engaging in sexual relations; and studying Torah. Work in
the ordinary sense of the word [rather than the Shabbat sense] is also restricted.
People who are ill need not fast on this day. Many of the traditional mourning practices are observed: people refrain from smiles, laughter and idle conversation, and sit on low stools.
In synagogue, the book of Lamentations is read and mourning prayers are recited.
The ark (cabinet where the Torah is kept) is draped in black.
Tisha B'Av is never observed on Shabbat. If the 9th of Av falls on a Saturday, the
fast is postponed until the 10th of Av.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

For those of you who attended the Gala Brunch for Old Bridge Mayor Owen
Henry, I am sure you will agree with me that it was a great success. For those
who could not attend you really missed something very special. Please support
the businesses that took ads and mention that you saw their ad in the Journal.
I want to take this opportunity to thank everyone associated with the Brunch.
Your hard work really showed and was appreciated.
For those who did not attend the following are my comments presented at the
Brunch.
As President of Congregation Beth Ohr it gives me great pleasure to welcome
everyone today as we honor Old Bridge Mayor Owen Henry.
Mayor Henry is no stranger to us as he has made it a point of not only attending
Synagogue functions but including us in various Township activities. His leadership has lead to Old Bridge being rated as one of the safest cities in America
making it a great place to bring up our children as most of you know.
Among the many things the Mayor has focused on is the reduction of pollution in
Old Bridge. He has formed what is known as a “clean team” that works via public education and litter removal projects to improve the environment.
Under his leadership Old Bridge continues to offer extensive sports programs for
children, beautiful parks for families and an environment conducive to a very diverse population. Old Bridge is also a great environment for business as shown
by the recent expansion of the Raritan Bay Hospital off Route 18.
The above is just a small part of why we are happy to be honoring Mayor Henry
today.
Best wishes, Mayor Henry.
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We honor the memories of our loved ones whose Yahrzeits are observed during
the months June and July. We acknowledge the following for their contributions
to the Yahrzeit Memorial Fund:
DONATED BY:

IN LOVING MEMORY OF

Sue Edwards
Paula Eisen
Elias Engber
Barbara & Mel Feder
Linda Garfinkel
Marilyn Gilbarg
Pat & Don Gordon
Alice & David Honig
Ellie & Bob Honig
Lee Hyman
Robert Hyman
Marty Israel
Glenda Levenstein
Marshall Morris & Family
Seymour Nussenbaum
Ashna & Bernie Pincus
Sheila Reinstein

Bertha Lowenthal
Mel Narol
Steven Engber
Esther Feder
Eva Rosenfeld
Joseph Gilbarg, Charles Gorsky
Rose Gordon
Irene Himelstein
Stephen Honig
Ida & Alex Waranch
Rhoda Hyman
Rose Friedman
Sarah Levenstein
Abraham Orenstein
Albert Nussenbaum
Molly Pincus
Herb Reinstein
Shari Widmayer
Pauline & Meyer Salstein, Milton Salstein,
Sally & Irving Kestenberg
Wolf Goldhecht

Rita & Bernie Selden
The Simon Family

BETH OHR CEMETERY
Congregation Beth Ohr owns and operates a cemetery which is located on Ernston Road in
Sayreville. The cemetery is a non-profit entity using existing funds and fundraising as its
source of operating revenues. Membership in Beth Ohr entitles each congregant to one individual plot which must be reserved at a cost of $50 All other costs such as perpetual care, administrative fee, funeral, plot opening, headstone, etc. are borne by the family of the deceased.
Please call Phyllis Greenberg in the office at 732-257-15 23 for further details
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July Yahrzeits
The actual date that the Yahrzeit is observed is to the right of the name. It is customary to light a memorial candle on the eve of this date and
to give tzedakah in memory of the Yahrzeit. One should recite the Mourner’s Kaddish at services the evening before as well as the day of the
Yahrzeit. Please call Phyllis in the Synagogue office at 732-257-1523, if you need information about the schedule of worship. The name of
your departed will be read at the Friday evening and Shabbat morning services, the week before the Yahrzeit date which are represented by
the dates in the columns which are in bold print.

July 6/7
Esther Betesh
Benjamin Cohen
Steven Engber
Max Rubrum
Cheryl Seltzer
Beatrice Baum
Lyle Damon Rosen
Charles Sheffler
Bella Zavlek
Julius Hoffman
Anne Leibowitz
Morris Lusgarten
Max Kaufman
Sam Speert
Murray Schaeffer
Irving Birnbaum
Jacqueline Robinson
Abraham J. Paley
Arlette Wilpon
July 13/14
Samuel Nussenbaum
Harry Plaut
Benjamin Rabinowitz
Raye Smith
Lillian Silver
Lester Gochberg
Sally Kestenberg
Cecil Mautner
Jacquelyn Solomon
Pauline Cheney
Jacob Lowenthal
Victor Sass

7/7
7/7
7/7
7/7
7/7
7/8
7/8
7/8
7/8
7/9
7/9
7/9
7/10
7/10
7/11
7/12
7/12
7/13
7/13
7/15
7/15
7/15
7/15
7/16
7/17
7/18
7/18
7/18
7/20
7/20
7/20

July 20/21
Charles Dondes
Nathan Krutoy
Louis Boshak
Berth Fuerth
Irving Pearlstein
Stephen Haft
Carrie Knepper
Evelyn Lopatkin
Max Balaban
Srul Nemet
Clara Gray
Maurice Halpert
Martin Donenfeld
Sally Schwartz
Jerry Baron
July 26/27
Rubin Bloness
Marion Faffer
Louis Fusfeld
Harry Levy
Bonnie Robins
George Zwanziger
Harry Pekor
Gertrude Waldman
Arthur Abrasley
Evelyn Besterman
Edna Kaplan
Bert Ladinsky
Bernard Seltzer
Merril Goshorn
Harold Lubin
Phillip Weiss
Morris Wernick
Arnold Yourman

7/21
7/21
7/22
7/22
7/22
7/23
7/23
7/23
7/24
7/24
7/25
7/25
7/26
7/26
7/27
7/28
7/28
7/28
7/28
7/28
7/29
7/30
7/30
7/31
8/1
8/1
8/1
8/2
8/3
8/3
8/3
8/3
8/3
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BETH OHR NEWS

A Thank you from Edna Yourman
First, I want to thank Lee Hyman and her committee for making my Benefactor’s
reception such a huge success . Thanks you to all who came.
Secondly, thank you to Linda Benish & Rabbi Mishkin for their efforts in helping
me with my Bat Mitzvah. It was a day I will long remember. Thanks to my
fellow congregants for celebrating with me.
Mazel Tov to Meryl, Roberta, and Harriet. We had a fun time.
Bob Nagler proudly announces the Bar Mitzvah of his grandson, Matthew Levi
on June 16th. Matthew’s mother is Valerie Nagler Levi.
Ken Dietz thanks everyone who attended and helped with the execution of the
50th Anniversary of his Bar Mitzvah.
From Phyllis and Mel Ward, and Lana and Harvey Cohen
Thank you to Ed Mendlowitz and the journal brunch team for a very enjoyable
and tasty program. It was apparent and touching to see that Mayor Henry was
moved by our honoring him for his contributions to our community.
Susan and Herb Goldenberg would like to announce the Graduation of
their Grandson, Alex Goldenberg from Manalpan H.S. He will be continuing his
education at The University of Central Florida, Orlando.
Ellie & Bob Honig proudly announce the marriage of their granddaughter
Samantha to Justin. Father of the bride is Adam Honig
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JULY CELEBRATION OF
BIRTHDAYS, ANNIVERSARIES AND OTHER SIMCHAS
RITUALLY SPEAKING
SHARE A SIMCHA

The Ritual Committee will honor members celebrating a birthday, anniversary,
or other simcha once a month at a Shabbat service.
Mazel Tov to the following congregants who will be celebrating their simchas at the
July Simcha Shabbat:
July Birthdays
Myles Schwartz
Anne Laddin
Burt Silverman
Harriet Rabinowitz
Allen Skupp
Michael Hillman
Barilynn Heslin
Risa Cooper
Lee Hyman
July Anniversaries
Mr & Mrs. Barry Gray
Mr. & Mrs. Allen Skupp
Mr. & Mrs. Davide Honig
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Hello Everyone,
Congregation Beth Ohr has partnered with Community Recycling and their ShoeBox Recycling program. Together we are on a mission to help promote the importance of shoe recycling while raising funds to help further our efforts. ShoeBox
Recycling is easy, engaging and rewarding for everyone involved.
Participating is simple. We are collecting gently used shoes for reuse, meaning all
the shoes we recycle as a group are destined for another home. From South America and Africa to areas right here in the United States, our ShoeBox Recycling efforts will go to help people and communities in over 50 countries.
And what’s even better is the many ways that our community benefits as well. Not
only will your recycled shoes help Congregation Beth Ohr raise funds, it will also
help keep usable shoes out of our local landfills. ShoeBox Recycling also gives us
a chance to connect with the people and places that receive our recycled shoes. By
writing a SoleMate Note to include with your shoes, you can let their new owner
know about where they came from, what they were used for, or even any special
memories attached to them. In return, they can write back to us and we can make a
SoleMate connection.
So start cleaning out your closets and start looking under your bed for gently used
shoes. Every pair you recycle means extra funds for us, less landfill waste and the
potential to connect us to a SoleMate!
For more information contact Allan Benish at abenish@aol.com and check out
Community Recycling online at www.communityrecycling.biz.
You can drop off your shoes at the synagogue and place them in the box labeled
“SHOES” in the lobby during regular office hour of 9:00AM to 3:00PM.
Please see next page for What Is and What Is Not allowed
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For your convenience, we have included this YAHRZEIT MEMORIAL PLAQUE FORM. If
you would like to order a plaque, please fill out and return this form with a check in the amount
of $300 to the Synagogue office. If you have any questions about Hebrew names and/or dates,
please call Phyllis at the office at 732-257-1523.

(Print Name in Hebrew Here)

(Print Name in English Here)
(Date in English)

(Date in Hebrew)

PLEDGE
I hereby authorize you to supply and maintain permanently on your Memorial Tablet, a name
plate in memory of

NAME IN FULL

_____________________________________

for which I agree to pay $300.00. It is mutually agreed that each year, on the Yahrzeit of the
departed, and on other appropriate occasions in accordance with Jewish custom a Memorial
Prayer will also be said.
Signed by
Date ____________

Tree of Life
to honor or memorialize a loved one
Leaf - $118.00
A Leaf has been installed on the Tree in Honor of the B’not Mitzvah
from Meryl Finkelstein.
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CONGREGATION BETH OHR MEMORIAL FUNDS
The following is a listing of the Memorial Funds that you July make
tax-deductible contributions to:
David Benish Memorial Fund
Stephen Edwards Memorial Youth Fund
Elaine Leibowitz Memorial Fund
Beautification Fund
Herman & Frieda Lipp Memorial Fund
Mindy Nightingale Memorial Fund
Stuart Polovsky Memorial Fund
Herb Reinstein Memorial Fund
Heidi Rogol Memorial Fund
***When donating to these funds, please make your checks out to
CONGREGATION BETH OHR and write in the funds name in the memo portion of the check.
Thank you to the following donors who made donations to the Funds
during the month of June
Heidi Rogol Fund
Philip and Harriet Rabinowitz in honor of the 50th Anniversary of Ken Deitz’
Bar Mitzvah.
General Fund
Debra & Ronald Sarill. Jeffrey and Linda Wasserman, Mindy & Ira Schlusselfeld,
Faith & Evan Cohen, Barbara Greenstein, Karee & Edward Kirkwood, Jr., Dara
& Kenneth Deitz, Sherri L. Twer in honor of the 50th Anniversary of Ken Deitz’
Bar Mitzvah
Sara Ullman in honor of the Adult B’not Mitzvah
Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund
Laurence Cohen
David Benish Memorial Fund
Linda & Allan Benish
Tree of Life
A leaf has been installed in honor of the Adult B’not Mitzvah by
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Meryl Finkelstein.

REQUEST FOR YIZKOR MEMORIAL LISTING
The Request for Yizkor Memorial Lising will be mailed out soon. If you would
like to have your loved ones’ names included in the Yizkor Memorial Book that is
used on Yom Kippur, kindly fill out the form below.
DEADLINE IS Wednesday, August 22
PLEASE get your requests in early so that they are included in the 2018-2019
Yizkor Book. Any names received after August 22 cannot be included. If you
wish to find out the names that were included in last year’s Yizkor booklet, please
call me at the Synagogue office and I will be more than happy to go over it with
you. Please make every effort to respond in a timely fashion.
Thank you in advance for your cooperation,
IN MEMORY OF:

___________________________________________________
____________________________________________
MEMORIAL OFFERING BY:
__________________________________________________________
Please return this form with a check payable to CONGREGATION BETH OHR
in the amount of $10.00 per memorial book inscription to:
P.O. Box 206
Old Bridge, NJ 08857
If you want to use your credit card please call me at the synagogue office.
Thank you.
Phyllis
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HIGH HOLIDAY RAFFLE
Letters with a raffle book will be sent out soon. First prize is 2 free High Holiday
seats. Ten reserved parking places at the Synagogue for the holidays will also be
raffled. The cost is $18.00 per raffle or $54.00 a book.
Please have your ticket stubs and payment mailed to the Synagogue office no later
than August 29.
P.O. Box 206
Old Bridge, NJ 08857
The drawing will be held at 10:30 a.m. on Sunday September 2. You do not have
to be present to win.

High Holiday Greetings
If you would like to send Rosh Hashanah/ Yom Kippur wishes to the congregation, please send
your message to Joyce Silberstein at cjs041766@aol.com ASAP or leave your message on her
phone at 609-409-4599.
Please send your $5.00 donation to
Sisterhood Beth Ohr
P.O. Box 206
Old Bridge NJ 08831
Attention: Joyce Silberstein
Thank You and L’ Shana Tovah
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Men’s Club Minyan Every Sunday. All are welcome.
also enjoy a bagel and the camaraderie.

Men’s Club Officers and Board 2018-2019
President
Program VP
Ritual VP
Secretary
Treasurer
Good & Welfare
Fund Raising
Trustees

Edward Mendlowitz
Harvey Cohen
Morton Kamenitz
Herbert Goldenberg
Ken Deitz
Ira Donenfeld
Robert Nagler
Allen Appel
Larry Fachler
Seymour Golden
Kenneth Kaufman
Andy Mendlowitz
Stan Perlman

Men’s Club Happenings!
Shown above are Allen, Ed and Andy with American Flag Tee Shirts on Sunday of Memorial
Day Weekend. Next is Herb and his brother Robert visiting from Florida who joined us at a
Minyan.
Elliot Leibowitz installed the Men’s Club Board for 2018-2019 shown with Ed on Jun 3.
Participate with the Men’s Club any Sunday morning. Shul, Schmooze and Schmear!
Men’s Club Program of Events (partial listing)
Jul 1—We will have a Minyan but no bagels—Fast of 17th of Tammuz
Impromptu programs will pop up. Watch the weekly bagel pick up emails for info.

Ed Mendlowitz, Men’s Club President, emcpa1@aol.com tel 732 890-3344

If you don’t usually attend, try coming once in a while and see
what we have to offer.
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Men’s Club BBQ and Election
PHOTO GALLERY

Photos
Top: Herb and Harvey and Ed, cooking with Stan assisting and Rabbi Mishkin serving as
Mashgiach.
2nd and 3rd rows: The star of the BBQ— 48 great hot dogs were consumed as well as 36
hamburgers and 16 chicken breasts. The next 3 photos show some of the huge crowd. Over 40
people attended. Last photo shows David relaxing after his long terms as Treasurer and
President have ended.
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Gala Brunch honoring Mayor Owen Henry

Photos
Top: Sign in front of Synagogue and plaque presented to Mayor Owen Henry by the Congregation.
2nd row: From left: Ed Mendlowitz, Dinner Chair, State Senator Dr. Sam Thompson (who presented the Mayor with a Citation from the State Legislature), Rabbi Joel Mishkin, Mayor Owen Henry and President Allen Skupp. Next shows the Mayor
with Rabbi Mishkin in front of the Torah +rescued from the Holocaust.
3rd row: The center buffet table was set up as a work of art and the brunch food and service was fantastic by Classical Caterers. Next is a view of large attendance at the Brunch. Everyone had a great time as we honored the Mayor for his dedicated
18
service to the Community and our Congregation.

Beth Ohr PHOTO GALLERY

Photos
Ken Deitz celebrated the 50thAnniversary of his Bar
Mitzvah on Jun 2. Paula Yourman and her granddaughter
at Hannah’s college graduation. Ed at Zimmerli Art Museum on Rutgers Campus in New Brunswick. A sleeper—check it out. 3 celebratory cakes following services.
May 20: 30th anniversary of Rabbi Mishkin’s ordination
as a Rabbi. May 21 honoring the Bnai Mitzvot of Edna
Yourman, Harriet Weiss, Meryl Finkelstein and Roberta
Karpel, and Ken Deitz’s Bar Mitzvah anniversary. Photos
above right: Adam Honig, Linda Donnelly, groom Jeff
and David Honig at Nicole Honig’s wedding. Bob Lipp’s
grandson Joshua.
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SISTERHOOD NEWS
Sisterhood held its annual Installation of Officers on Wednesday, June 6,
2018. Helene Grynberg installed the following Officers for 2018-2019:
Co-Presidents
Programming VP
Fund Raising VP
Membership VP
Corresponding Secretary
Recording Secretary
Treasurer
Financial Secretary
One Year Trustee
Two Year Trustee

Cheryl Cadel and Harriet Rabinowitz
Marian Falkowitz
Liz Aroyo and Ilene Gray
Ashna Pincus and Edna Yourman
Lisa Mason
Roberta Karpel
Ronnie Mendlowitz
Estee Spiegel
Sharen Silverman and
Roberta Bernstein
Helene Grynberg

Mazel Tov to the newly elected Officers.
Thank you to the wonderful women who served on the Presidium for the
last several years – Liz Aroyo, Monica Atzbi, Cheryl Cadel, Marilyn
Karlstein and Barbara Schneider. A special thank you from Harriet Rabinowitz to Cheryl Cadel for her willingness to serve as co-President for the
2018-2019 year.
The Officers met on June 11, 2018 to start planning for next year. If you
are interested in joining Sisterhood or the Sisterhood Board, please contact
Cheryl or me.
I wish everyone a wonderful and safe summer.
Shalom,
Harriet Rabinowitz, Co-President
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Sisterhood Bricks
Bricks are available @ $6.00 to send to anyone to commemorate
a death, birth, in honor of, or good wishes.
Call Ronnie at 732-254-1135 or send info to emrmcats@aol.com

SCRIP
Sisterhood sells Shoprite, Stop ‘n’ Shop, and Acme Supermarket Gift Cards.
This ongoing fundraiser helps support Oneg Shabbat and other areas of our
congregation. (Sisterhood members receive donor credit equal to 5% of their
scrip purchase.)

SCRIP IS
FUNDRAISING
WHILE YOU
SHOP
SHOP WITH SCRIP.COM

Your contacts are the following people for purchasing scrip
and/or information:
Monica Atzbi 732-390-5890
Sharen Silverman 732-266-2389
Marcia Trechak 609-655-9507 (summer months)
Phyllis Greenberg --Temple Office 732-257-1523
When ordering from Phyllis at the temple office, please try to call in your order at least
one day earlier and pick up your order during the following hours: 10 am-12 noon or 1:30
pm -3:00pm.
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SISTERHOOD CONGREGATION BETH OHR CALENDAR PERSONALS
Dear Members:
Sisterhood is once again planning to make up our Jewish Calendar for the year 5779 (2018-2019).
There will be a place on the calendar for your personal dates. Your cost will be $2.50 for each birthday,
anniversary, wedding, and yahrzeit. Personals will be listed on each month’s page. Full donor credit
will be given for these contributions.
In addition to the above, for a donation of $10 your name (or those of your friends and relatives) can be
listed as a patron. Full donor credit for each $10 patron obtained by a Sisterhood member.
We need the support of the entire Congregation to make this as successful a year as last year. Please
enclose your check payable to Sisterhood Congregation Beth with your imprint order and mail to Linda
Garfinkel, c/o Congregation Beth Ohr, P. O. Box 206, Route 516, Old Bridge, N.J. 08857.
Thank you for your support. DEADLINE FOR ORDERS IS JULY 16, 2018
Linda Garfinkel
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY
Birthdays
______________________________________________________
($2.50 each)
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
Anniversaries
($2.50 each)
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
Yahrzeits
List name, English month,
Day & Year
($2.50 each)

______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

Weddings
($2.50 each)

______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

Patrons
($10.00 each)

______________________________________________________
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The deadline for the next newsletter will be
Wednesday, July 11, 2018
Please send all of your thanks, articles
and announcements via e-mail to:
congregationbethohr@gmail.com
or call
Phyllis in the Synagogue office at 732-257-1523
“Ritually Speaking”
Sponsor a Kiddush
If you are interested in sponsoring a Kiddush to celebrate a simcha, commemorate the
Yahrzeit of a loved one, or “just because”, contact Phyllis in the office
at 732-257-1523.
Kristallnacht Remembrance Booklet
Beth Ohr will be publishing a Kristallnacht Remembrance Booklet on
Friday Nov. 9, 2018 to memorialize Beth Ohr members, families and
friends that were subjected to the Nazi led inhuman barbaric treatment of
Kristallnacht and the Holocaust solely because of being Jewish or their
family’s Jewish background. It must never happen again and remembering is a way to stop it from reoccurring. If you have a story to tell about
yourself, a family member or friend, let us capture it in this booklet. To
date we have personal remembrances from the following:

Elisabeth Gelb, Sylvia Kagan, Vera Nussenbaum,
Albert Tyberg, Daniel Grynberg, Murray Goldwaser,
A Ritchie Boy listed in the book Sons and Soldiers
We want and need more stories to tell. Contact Ed to arrange for your
story to be told. Tel 732.890.3344
If you need to reach Rabbi Mishkin, please use any of the following; :
Office Phone # 732-257-7031
Home phone #732-967-6710 after hours for emergencies
e-mail address: rabbijoelmishkin@gmail.com
Rabbi Mishkin will be available for counseling by appointment.
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Congregation Beth Ohr
P.O. Box 206
Old Bridge, NJ 08857

Shabbat Candle Lighting Times For July, 2018

July 6, 2018
July 13, 2018
July 20, 2018
July 27, 2018

8:12
8:09
8:05
7:59
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